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VOLUME 5.

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO, WEDNESDAY EVENING, JUNE
x
by Christian Socialists. The
various
parties have a to
tal of 107, and the Zech party, which
Is divided into many factions, controls
a total of 81 votes. The latter, however, are almost certain to split on
many important measures.

sixty-si-

JAPANESE

anti-Semit- e

ARE ANGRY

For years the Austrian Social Democrats have been agitating universal
suffrage, with the result that the
spoils of the first election under that
system are in their hands. Their tre
mendous vote in the industrial ce'n
ters of Bohemia and Moravia, notably
in this city and Prague, was a great
shock to the country at large and was
wholly unlooked for. In the last house
of delegates the Social Democrats had
only eleven members, showing a gain
or seventy-twin the recent election.
great
The
also made
gains, although not nearly so wonder
ful as those of the Socialists. The
Young Zechs were almost wiped out
of existence, having 45 seats in the
old house and only three in this. The
have also almost disappeared. The success of the Socialists
is attributed to their wonderful party
organization, one of the most perfect
ever seen in an European parliamen
tary compaign.
No opportunity, no
matter how slight, was neglected by
party
the
leaders to make Socialist
votes, while the other parties trusted
to luck and past prestige, with no or
ganization worthy of the name. While
downcast as a result of the Socialis
tic victory, government officials believe it will serve as a needed lesson
to the leaders of the other parties.
The Austrian retch strath now has a
larger proportion of Socialist members than any other legislative body
in the world, being almost 20 per cent
The French chamber of deputies has
about 13 per cent, the German reich
stag 11 per cent., and the British house
of commons 9 per cent, of Socialist

A NAVAL

DISASTER

nied by Mrs. Hlnkle, came to Roswell yesterday, Mr. Day- - returning to
his duties at the Hagerman National
last
Bank where he is employed,
night. Mrs. Day is at the home of her
mother, Mrs. Fannie White, but will
return tonight to Hagerman to join

her husband. They will make their

home there. Congratulations are be
ing showered on the young couple by
their many friends :both in Roswell
and Hagerman.

12 1907

NUMBER

88

majority. An automobile brigade has
been formed hy the Owens River Cam
paign committee and scores of motor
cars have been donated to carry the
voters to the polls. Nearly all stores
and factories were closed this morning
to allow employes to cast their bal
lots.
The plan for bringing pure water
from melting snow in the Owens river valley is declared to be feasible
and vital to the continuous growth
and wealth of the city, by supporters
of the movement. The aqueduce pro
ject originated with Engineer Wil
ORCHARD DENIES THAT HE IS liam Mulholland and has been approv GOVERNMENT FILES SUIT THIS
BEING COACHED BY DETECT
MORNING AGAINST ANTHRAed by a board of engineers of world
IVES AND ATTORNEYS.
CITE COAL ROADS.
wide reputation. The project, if car
out,
ried
will be one of the greatest
engineering feats of its kind ever at
tempted in the West.

TELLING

AFTER THE

THE TRUTH

GOAL ROADS

-

International Masonic Conference
Geneva, June 12. The first Interna
de
tional conference of thirty-thir- d
gree Masons ever held convened in
Geneva today, with prominent mem
bers of the order present from all
o
European nations and from the United
States, South America and South Af
o
rica. The sessions will' be secret and
Notice of Suit
will continue through the week. Many
IN THE DISTRICT COURT, CHAVES
questions of International impor
CAUSED BY BOYS
SANK IMMEDIATELY
HAVE A MONOPOLY
COUNTY, TERRITORY OF NEW
tance will come up for settlement,
FARMERS
SWINDLED
one being that of the recognition of
MEXICO.
supreme councils In nations where
James J. Hagerman, William
R. Burck, Josephine Bauslin
there is a conflict of Masonic authori
ty. The holding of the present meetand husband, J. F. Bauslin,
ing was decided on at a conference
W. S. Greer and Harry Cowan and J. B. Atkinson, Trusprominent European Masons in Lau
Threw Stones at Japanese Greenhouse
Six of the Eleven Men Were Midship of
Are Exclusively in Control of the Pro
tees of the Hagerman CemeA Demand for Indent
Orchard Worked Fake Hail Insurance
in Berkeley.
men. Articles from
Launch sanne in 1904.
tery, Plaintiffs,
duction Transportation and Sale of
Many
on
At
Game
of
Them.
nlty for San Francisco Outrages.
Tells
An
Drowning
Officially
Found and
Hard Coal.
Suit is the Result of
v.
No. 1128
Bell.
tempts
Laid
Kill
Sheridan
to
Possibility of an International Row
Expresses
nounced.
The President
Investigation by Department of JusIN THE SOCIAL WORLD.
in Wait for Him Tiwelve Days, but Martin M. Mason, if living, and
in Peace Conference.
His Grief.
tice.
if dead, the unknown heirs
Always Failed.
of said Martin M. Mason, deThe day of the Entre Nous Club
ceased, and adl
unknown
with Mrs. W. W. Ogle yesterday was
claimants of interest in the
one of the most pleasant and delight
premises described in this
ful affairs ever enjoyed by the mem
complaint adverse to plaintTokio. Japan, June 12. Asahi's cor
Norfolk, Va. June 12. It was re bers of this successful organization.
iffs or either of them.
Philadelphia, Pa., June 12. Suit by
dinner served at one o'clock,
Boise, Idaho, June 12. The cross
respondent at Washington reports an
ported today that the sinking of the The
Defendants.
the government against the anthra
three-coursdinner, was as one of the examination of HarrV Orchard today
attack upon a Japanese horticulturist
launch from the Minnesota and the guestse expressed
The
said
and
defendants
each of cite coal railroads was filed In the
it, "one of the finest is being carried on over the attempt them are hereby
at Berkeley, California, resulting in
drowning of eleven men, including
notified that a suit United States Circuit Court here this
ever given in Roswell." The on
the destruction of his greenhouse and
Peabody
at
returning from the dinners
Governor
life
3ix midshipmen
of
the
been
has
against
commenced
them in morning.
other property. This has fanned the
Army and Navy ball at the James afternoon was a social one there being Canon City and the events immed the District Court for the County of
The defendants, who are charged
vocal
music,
both
and
instrumental
iiiMiirii-npsnvwarfi-Tipiatplv
name of indignation here and served
God.
the
town Exposition, and the crew of the
Chaves, Territory of New Mexico, by with carrying on a monopoly in the
taking
ladies
their
also
the
of
number
plclts.
attorneys
to confirm the popular belief that the
The
Monday
from
night, resulted
dard and Gabbert
launch.
said Plaintiffs to quiet the title production,
transportation and sale
members.
violence is Che result of a deep-roote-d
the launch being run down by a tug fancy work with them. Those present followed the usual fnethods designed against the defendants and in favor of hard coal, are the following
comGovernment officials will shortly be and coal barge. The indentity of the were Mesdames Baldwin. Helmig. W. to confuse and discredit the witness of the Plaintiffs,
feeling against the Japanese.
say
that is to
that panies: The Philadelphia and Readgin proceedings against the 50,000 vo- tug is not yet known. It was said that W. Ogle, Patterson, Parsons, Pols- - Attorney Richardsori again suggested the Plaintiff
Story Was Exaggerated.
Hagerman
James J.
ing, Lehigh Valley, Lackawanna Cen
.Ray, Cummins, O. Smith, Bird
San Francisco,. Cal.. June 12. Tho- ters in Vienna and lower Austria who the tug stopped after the accident, grove.Mrs.
Orchard was peing coached by joins in this suit to quiet title as tral of New Jersey, Erie,
Susquehanna
Dunn, a sister of Mrs. Par that
mas G. Walker, representing the Jap failed to cast ballots in the election but finding no trace of the object and
ana Dy counsel against the defendants and each of ind the Philadelphia
Detective
Mefnariaiia
and Reading
pro them for the N
anese Association of America, states Under the new universal suffrage law struck nor any sign of life in the wa sons.
prosecution,!
he
thus
for
and
the
and
NW
the
of
&
Lehigh
Valley
Iron,
Coal
Coal. Le
o
voked the sharpest wrangle the at the 'SE4 of the NW
that boy 8 threw a few stones at the the exercise of the suffrage is compul- ter. resumed its course with the coal
and the NE
high & Wilkesbarre Coal, Hillside
To the Ladies.
greenhouse in Berkeley, but that the sory and the recreant ones will be ar barge in tow. The presumption i
torney
and the witness have had in of the SW
and
SE
the
of
the
Coal
Iron,
SusquehanYork,
New
and
damage was slight, and the associa rested and fined as rapidly as the of that the launch sank Immediately In
Friday. June 14, will be Ladies' Day their long contest. Orchard spiritedly NTE and the NW of the SE and na & Western Coal, and Temple Iron
tion would take no action ia regard ficials can secure their names.
the darkness of the stormy night, and at the shooting gallery, and a valua denied that he was Being coached and all that part of the SE of the SE
Company.
to the incident, leaving the local auth
the truth south and west of the Northern Ca
the occupants being caught in their
asserted that he
After the filing of the bill of com
EXAMINATIONS FOR
orities to deal with the offenders.
canvas covered craft with no possible ble silk umbrella, now on exhibition Orchard said that he and Petti'bone nal:
that plaintiff William R Burck plaint by District Attorney Thomp
Japs to Demand Indemnity.
COUNTY SCHOLARSHIP. way of escape were carried to the in Price & Company's window, will discussed the project of killing Judge loins in said action to quiet title son the machinery was put in motion
The Japanese residents of San Fran
be given to the lady making
best Gabbert, .but that he alone started against said defendants and each of to have the papers served upon the
Messrs. Mark Howell, C. C. Hill and bottom.
Cisco, it is said, intend to demand in
Newport News, "Va., June 12.
score. Two scores will be given free out to murder Judge Goddard without them to the NEVi of the
a
that defendants. The suit is the result of
..
appointed
M.
as
been
Reid
have
demnlty of the United States
Shortly before noon today articles to
anv suggestion from Haywood, Mover plaintiff s Josephine Bauslin and J.
lady.
F. in investigation
started by the De86t3
each
upon
County
by
alleged
committee
except
one
Board
the
attack
were washed ashore at Buckree Beach
or Pettibone,
for the
if
fa general
partment of Justice nearly a year ago.
join
ac
husband,
said
in
Bauslin,
her
othrestaurant
and
come
for
the Horseshoe
from the
made months iDetore. f
Commissioners for the purpose of ex supposed to
to quiet their title as against
.er acts of violence which they say amining on June 25th at the Central launch of the Minnesota which was
Still another crime i came home to tion
Sale of Estray Horses.
said defendants and each of them to CARLSBAD READY FOR
Monday
he
(examination
today.
have been inflicted upon taem. They School Building,
Under
Orchard
Hampton
in
Roads
sunk
that W. S
THE GREAT CELEBRATION.
at ten O'clock a. m. nieht. The articles consisted of two By order of the Cattle Sanitary confessed that he swindled the farm the NW of the
hope also by bringing diplomatic pres
joins in said action as plaint
GTeat preparations will be 'followed
sure to bear upon the government at such persons as may make application sailors' caps and other portions or Board of New Mexico, and in accord ers of southern Colorado with a fake Greer
iff to quiet his title as against said by spendid performance when Carls
Washington to suppress the anti-Ja- p
in writing before that date for the cloths similar to that used for cush ance with Sec. 223, Compiled Laws of hail insurance game while down there defendants and each
of them to the bad opens the doors to admit the In
anese agitation in California.
from
trying to kill Governor Peabody,
hdigent scholarship to one of the ter ions on naval launches, a sleeve
of the NE4 and the NE'4 of dependence day crowds. Carlsbad has
recess the mo
portion of New Mexico, I will sell at public auc
nooa
before
a
blouse
Just
and
the
of
the
sailor
a
that Harry Cowan and J ess than 1,000,000 inhabitants, but
ritorial school institutions, as provided an awning similar to the one that tion to the highest bidder, unless notony of the examirtatin was brok the
JAPAN WILL HURL BOMB
he town takes care of visitors in a
INTO PEACE CONFERENCE 'or by the last legislature, which ap covered the launch In question.
en by Orchard's description of his B. Atkinson, trustees for the Hager regular
sooner claimed by the owner, c
El Paso way, and what more
man Cemetery, join in said action to
New York, June 12. A Vienna dis propriated $12,000 for the support of
attempts
Den
Bell
kill
Sherman
to
Drown ina Officially Announced.
in
mare,
high,
sixteen
brown
nine
hands
patch to .the Herald quotes a dele- such scholarships.
Washington. June 12. A dispatch
ver. For twelve mglits. he said, he quiet their title as said trustees could be said?days.
years
New Mexico will
old, branded with lazy was at Bell's residence, waiting an against said defendants and each of
For three
gate to the Hague conference, said to
from Admiral Evans requesting that or ten
celebrate the inauguration of the first
The examining committee will make the
be the representative of a great pow
next of kin be informed that the 'E" on right thigh, and "R" on right opportunity to shoot fhim. More than them to the SE4 of the SE north national
project to turn
reclamation
report
county
all
east
commissioners officers and enlisted men previously jaw; also one yearling filley, on- once Bell's life was saved by the and
of the Northern Canal,
to the
er, as declaring that Japan is to hurl
on the water in the .Southwest. Resoof said described land being in
barking of small dogs
reported missing were undoubtedly branded.
a bomb Into the conference by bring- on or before July 1st.
8,
14 south, of range 26 lutions by the New Mexico legislature
ing forward the question of the right
drowned, was made public today at
W. M. ATKINSON,
past N. TW. P. M., Chaves County, New expressed the appreciation felt by the
Sale in front of R. D. Bell's office
Alumnji Banquet.
dispatch
Department.
Navy
The
Arkansas
of the conqueror in war to annex all
"
the
County Commissioners. adds
people of the Territory for the hearty
the territory subjugated with all that DailyChairman
that the uniform capes of two on Main street, at 3 p. m., June 24, Fayetteville. Ark., .June 12. Arkan Mexico.
and energetic work of
to 24th.
And you the said defendants and
midshipmen. Stevenson and Utrich 1907.
sas. Among the sapient and intellec
is upon it. "This will be warmly de
L. J. RICHARDS,
service officials, and
nied by (both Russia and the United
o
have been picked up.
tual citizens of other states the very each of you are hereby notified that the is reclamation
Inspector'
No. 5.
Dist.
express formally this
to
partly
ignorknee and unlim mless you enter your appearance in
Expresses
name
Grief.
States," the Herald's informant is
for
stands
President
Ride for Kansas City Orphans.
that the celebration is held.
t4.)
quoted as saying. "The Russians have
ited credulity.
That j this reputation said cause on or ibefore the 8th day sentiment
Baltimore.
Md.. June 12. A tele (mon.
It is expected that the Secretary of
Kansas City. Mo., June 12. Nearly gram
o
grief
of August, 1907, judgment will be ren
fittingly
Is
large private property in Manchuria, four
and
demonstrat
undeserved
expressing
s
the
shock
motor cars have 'been placInterior and the director of the
ed today at the reuniojn of the alumni dered in said cause against you by the
and the United States has considera- ed atscore
President and Mrs. Roosevelt at
OIL. OIL. OIL.
reclamation service will ibe at Carlsthe disposal of the Orphan's of
Arkansas, which default.
Hampton
University
In
of
news
you
ble mining and other interests in Co day
of
good
loss
the
the
goods
want
at
the
of
If
honest
committee of the Automobile Club Roads yesterday of the launch from prices, call up Phone 412 and ask our has attracted men prominent in all
Reid & Hervey iare Plaintiff's at bad during the celebration. It is greatres. The United States proposes to of Kansas
City for the purpose of giv
varSous parts of the torneys and their post office address ly to be regretted that the supervising
six wagon to deliver you our high-grad- e
with
bring a motion diametrically opposed ing the homeless
life
battleship
of
from
walks
Minnesota
the
youngsters
engineer who has had this work in
of the midshipmen, a boatswain and four ento that of Japan, and this, in view of city a free ride. The route of the
oil or gasoline. Give us a trial and let country. As representative a body of is Roswell, New Mexico.
pa
charge will necessarily be absent, for
I.
S.
ROBERTS.
anywhere
seen
the
by
men
as
Presi
in
be
the
could
was
men.
you.
ns
written
the existing friction between Japan
convince
t is to B. M. Hall primarily that
lies through the principal boule listed
Union is assembled op the campus of Clerk of the District Court, Chaves Carlsbad
and America, It is easy to see con- rade
dent upon the train and sent from THE SUPERIOR REFINERY CO, owes her salvation. He made
vards and drives of the city and will .""altimore
County, New Mexico.
today, and the stu
mater
alma
Evans.
Admiral
their
to
tains all the makings of a first class occupy
Rear
Independent
Oil
Refineries.
a personal fight for Carlsbad and the
three hours.
(Mon.
to
76-tInternational row.
Phone 412 dents and citizens hive combined in
valley, and such was the reliance
their efforts to maka the occasion a
PYROTECHNICS ABAN
placed in his judgment at headquar
Look Out For Our Wagon.
one
history
Ark
of
in
memorable
SUMMER
the
THE
ABE RUEF SAYS HE PAID
FOR
DONED
Mrs. J. H. Charless is reported sick
ters that he was sustained even over
Our tank wagon Is marked Inde
learning.
instituthon
great
of
12. PresMONEY TO SCHMITZ.
Washington,
ansas'
June
with tonsilitis.
the adverse reports of other consult- Ban Francisco, June 12. When the pendent and is on the streets of Ros-weThe celebration will (close with an al
ident Roosevelt left for Oyster
ng engineers.
p.
m.,
7
6
a.
each
from
to.,
until
party
S.
C.
banquet,
which
McKin
with
today
umni
was
at
m.
resumed
Bay
Schmitz trial
The
at 8:50 a.
It would be a mighty good thing if
Fergusdn-McKinne- y
days.
every
working
day
during
and
Dry
Burge's
M.
E.
ney,
class
Mrs.
of
upon
the
of
the
Mrs.
stand,
the
Roosevelt,
the
Ruef
Mrs.
Included
Abarahm
El Paso would send a strong delega- Church, South, will serve ice cream Goods company of St. Louis, an al
court overruled the objection of the If you want to hit the Standard Oil
Cowles, wife of Rear Admiral
ion to Oarlsbad for the celebration.
and cake Saturday afternoon from
umnus of the class bf 1875 and the
defense to a question pending when Trust a solar plexus blow, stop our
Cowles. Secretary and Mrs.
Let the El Paso Valley Water Users'
88t3 first man to receive
and try our goods. We must
to 7 at the court house square.
degree from the
court adjourned yesterday. The ques- wagon your
Loeb. They will reach Oyster
Association pick out some good repre
support, both moral and
have
university of Arkan ias, will act as
Bay about 5:00 p. m.
tion was:
sentatives. Carlsbad is right in our
Many
of
the
members
hopes to pass
toastmaster.
"Did you in January, 1905, in the real to live. If the consumers will act
President
The
sheepman
Johnson,
E.
an old time
front yard, even if we do have to go
first five classes are here and are be
house at 2849 Fillmore street give as they talk we will do the rest.
a quiet summer at Oyster Bay.
in eastern New Mexico came in yes ing
around the block to get there. El
given special attention.
according to present
this defendant, Eugene Schmitz, THE SUPERIOR REFINERY CO.
and
on
terday
Torrance,
Jiuto
from
the
Paso Herald.
Independent Refineries.
probably not more
plans,
with
12.500 in currency?"
some
days,
will
and
Roswell
for
in
be
offl
12.
City,
The
Oklahoma
June
76-tPhone 412.
Schools Sue Stale for Money.
Ruef answered in the affirmative.
than one exception, will reLincoln Steffens Speaks.
up
to
show
o'clock
returns
eleven
cial
Denver. Col., Jun p 12. The man
main there continuously until
Joyce-Pru- it
Norfolk, Va., June 12. Lincoln
P. Gore of Lawton is 1,800
Company
T.
that
have
install
takr
Colorado
filed
the
damus
suits
Ohio,
you
Canton,
big
Bale
PROMOTER
the
at
MINING
miss
FAKE
the
If
he leaves for
in school of mines and I the State normal n the lead for senator and has un Steffens, of the editorial staff of the
ed two large tanks underground
WILL GO TO THE PEN. Racket Store, you will lose money.
for the unveiling of the
American Magazine of New York, fathe rear of their building, one far gaso school
against the state treasurer and doubtedly won over Hoffman. Gore is mous
memorial monument on
San Francisco, Cal., June 12. E.
as a "muck-raker- "
and the authline and the other for oil. The con state auditor, to compel the payment blind.
W. Emmons, a mining promoter, was
September 30.
For mountain trips, see R. B. Jones,
or of numerous sensational exposures.
tents will be pumped out by a pump of appropriations m
convicted today of obtaining $500 from phone 1004 N. Washington. 88t8w&s
o
ddressed the National Editorial con
ARE
the Fifteenth general assembly, will OIL INDICATIONS
Mrs. M. EL Hurst for stock in the
GROWING BETTER vention at today's session. Speeches
The Dilley Furniture Company re be heard before Judge Carlton M. Bliss
"Drummer Boy Mining Co.," of no
big
forget
the
at
Don't
were
sale
the
also made by Governor R. B.
Mr.
Joseph Carper, who returned
cently received a request from the tomorrow. Officials
value. He will be sentenced Saturday. Racket Store begins tomorrow morn- W. M. REED MAY
Oil Glenn, of North Carolina, and others.
Spring
well
River
from
the
of
the
Company,
Saginaw
Milling
Saginaw
of
favor
a
are
confident
of
al
institutions
one
PROMOTION,
RECEIVE
The penalty is imprisonment from
ing.
An intersting excursion for the ed- Company last night, says that the
B. M. Hall, for the last three years Michigan, for a typical western pic able decision.
to ten years.
drillers are down 276 feet, and that tors has been arranged tor this after
ture. The picture use toy the Ameri
ra
upervlslng
engineer
Reclama
the
he indications of oil are growing bet noon to Virginia Beach, famous as
Miss Margaret Cornwell, a teacher
National Bank in their calendars
Minnesota Gnand Army.
HON. HERBERT J. HAGERMAN
for Texas, New Mexico, can
At 220 feet the drill a summer resort. After a swim in the
n the public schools of Wellington, tion service
was sent them, and has been returned
St. Paul, Minn., J me 12. Patriotic ter all the time.
trans
Oklahoma
been
AT COLORADO SPRINGS. Kansas,
has
and
Arizona
is visiting with Mrs. M. White ferred to Porto Rico, and will leave to the Dilley Furrinure Company and manifestations of as unusual degree struck the gas and oil soot, which trf the scribes will be taken to Cape
Colorado Springs. Col., June 12. Ex man.
was not found In the well east of Henry, where the first English Bet- now on exhibition In tneir show of enthusiasm marked the opening
Governor Herbert J. Hagerman, of New
within a few days for New York, is
town
until a depth of 800 feet was lers arrived on the continent. After
o
handsomely
being
encampment
window,
framed.
the
of
of the annual
Mexico, who recently resigned at the
thence to sail for Porto Rico. Mr.
iewing the life saving station, the
reached. The odor of oil is quite perFred D. James and. wife, who have Hall has recommended that W. M.
Minnesota department of the Grand ceptible,
request of President Roosevelt, is the
by the drillers ighthouse and other interesting and
and
said
is
it
a
looking
days
for
Republic.
been
election
several
Army
The
here
the
of
commenon
today's
principal speaker
Reed, of Roswell, now district engi
Get out of your old rut try of officers and appointment of official hat the indications could not be bet-er- . istorical scenes the editors will be
cement program at Colorado college. location, went to Hagerman last neer be appointed to , the place left
tendered a clam bake, afterward reforty-firs- t
national
Hagerman spent his boyhood In this night. They are from Nelson, Neb.
vacant by his transferal. Mr. Reed the French cooking at the "Grill delegates to the
turning to the Exposition grounds.
city and his family is one of the most
done the greater part of the vork Cafe. Anything you want any encampment at Saratoga Springs will
has
Live Stock Market.
Mrs. A. G. Burns has arrived from on the Hondo and Carlsbad projects
take place tomorrow.
.prominent here. Before settling in
Kansas City, June 12. Cattle re
Need of a Humane Society.
it. Popular
New Mexico. Hagerman was secretary Douglas. Kas., to spend the pammer and his promotion would be in the re way you want
ceipts, 10,000. Market steady to 10c A Communication.
New Yjork Orphans.
Outing
Ernest W. Burns, who gular order.
for
of the American embassy at St. Peters witha her son,
steers, 4.00 5.60:
prices.
Tsn't it about time
Editor Record:
New York, June 11. Orphan's day lower. Southern
clerk in the grocery department
burg, but called this his home. His is
was observed on aa unprecedented southern cows, 2.754.00; stockers to call a halt on the jay practice in
store.
KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS
dismissal from office by President of the Joyce-Pruand
feeders,
bulls,
3.75ft4.90;
3.50f this town of "bronco busting." and
scale by the members of the New 5.00; calves.
ELECT OFFICERS
Roosevelt caused great Indignation
4.005 7.00; western fed fast butcher wagon ddving, dog
York Motor club in iccordance with steers,
The Majestic Theatre has a very
among his numerous friends in ColoDamon Lodge No. 15. Knights of
cows, fights, etc.. on the main streets?
western
fed
4.256.10:
Interesting and entertaining program Pythias last night held the regular
the proclamation of t ie American Au- 3.25-- 4.60
rado and New Mexico.
And don't we really need a humane
again this week, the 'Llfe of a Cow- meeting for the election of officers to
tomobile association equesting every
receipts, 6 000. Prices 5 to society, some one humane enough and
boy" being, the Bpecial feature. It serve during the ensuing year. The
club In the country to provide free ex 10 Sheep
RAN AWAY AND
cents lower. Muttons, 5.75(5i6.75; with authority to put a stop to the
shouM be seen by everybody, as it following were elected:
cursions today for fatherless and mo ambs,
.LOST HERSELF.
7.5059.00; range wethers, 5.25 se we see it every day of poor.
therless children. Hundreds of cars
H. Mullls, C. C: Henry H.
Miss Minnie Olmstead. who is em- gives scenes of what the western life
John
7.00; fed ewes, 4.256.10
broken down, crippled horses, animals
were pressed into service to give the
be right here In Roswell only Swartz, V. C: Jack Y. Thornton. Preployed at a ranoh near the big Hondo used toyears
hat should be allowed to die in peace
ago. It will take the old late; A. C. Klyng, M. of W.: W. Q.
metropolitan youngsters an outing, the
reservoir, yesterday took offense at a few
nstead of being daily made to travel
St$.....-80- 0
parade forming at Sejrenty-secon- d
$
Faucett, K. of R. and S.; George E.
her employers and leaving the ranch timer back to his younger days.
on
spavined, broken legs and feet.
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the Memorial or
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ject, which has for ltd object the vot- $12.00; also kitchen cabinet. 609 N. ing him damages to the amount of
miles; .weather clear.
chair, 2 kitchen chairs, 3 upholster- - Miss Nellie K. White of this city were
divided into twenty two warring par88t3 one dollar.
ing of axmis to bring the water of the Main, or "phone 166..
Forecast, Roswell and Vicinity:
ties, the government is expected to ed chairs. 20 new oil window shades married Monday night at Hagerman,
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Fair tonight and Thursday; station Owens river to Los Ahgeles. The plan
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ed two defeats for President Mr.
Clay like Mr. Bryan, embodied many
issues, and had raised up many enemies. A union of all the elements op
posed to van Buren some of them
still friendly to Jackson was requi
site, ana Mr. Clay waa too pronounced
both in his personality and his opin
ions. Tie Whig party convention met
at Harrisburg and nominated Harri
son, a gallant old soldier but also an
organization and an orthodox Whig
yoking with him
fatel mistake, as
the sequel proved an
States'-- Rights Democrat in- - the person of John Tyler.
The ticket did what was expected
of it. It united the opposition and
swept the country. Mr. Clay retained
his great place in the Whig party. He
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anti-Jackso- n,

remained the Whig Dictator.
In 1839 the Whigs adopted no plat
form. The succeeding campaign, the
greatest in our history, made its own
May not the Democrats in
issues.
1908 take a lesson from the Whigs of
1840?
With a strong ticket next year we
should have more than an even show
for carrying the country. Anybody
can see that. It is the Republicans
now who are divided. And we shall
need as to a platform is "Back to the
Constitution."
Chautauqua audiences may enthuse
over the picturesque in propagranda
and the charming in oratory; but Democrats do not look to Chautauqua as
semblies for a great many votes, and,
meanwhile, the mass and body of the
people are sick of the sensational and
spectacular; they are tired of the theoretical and experimental ; after Roose
velt they want a rest. Even as A blan
ket the Constitution covereth the evils of the times that need to be reme
died. Back to the Constitution means
back to the checks and balances of in
stitutional freedom, to liberty restrain
ed by law, no Executive usurptions
in the White House, 'no Ring Rule in
Congress, no Classism, either of the
organized rich or the multitudious
poor; but, in room of these, the Old
Ship of Zion, as the Fathers built and
launched her, the flag of Victory and
Union flying at her masthead, upon
her beak the legend
"She has ridden many a tempest,
And shall ride as many more."
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A good neighbor is one who will some lessons in boxing according
let all the children In the block play Queensbury rules. Waco Tribune.
on her front porch. Bryan's
During his retirement at Oyster
Bay. it is hoped by many western
pay
the cattlemen and others that the PresiPossibly It was having to
note after the timber was all sold dent's plan to control the public land
at Denver will not be al
and the money spent that caused convention
lowed to disturb his mind. The West,
such a row.
in fact, is preparing to control that
itself in the Interest of
But Just think what an opportunity convention
the only section of the country that
the iulet life at Oyster Bay wiU give
any
real and permanent interest
the President for the writing of neg- has
in the administration of the public
lected letters.
lands. Western men have some prac
tical views on the subject, gained by
Roosevelt
newspapers
made
The
a thorough knowledge of the condi
President, but many of them are be- tions to be met, not based on Social
away
to
regret
giving
ginning to
istic theories from Washington.
their Imagination.
Press dispatches from Pittsburg say
The President's friend Andrews that "Bull" was the real wrecker of
next
Pittsburg
In
busy
so
will be
the Enterprise National Bank, the
week that the White House will be man who got the money and the man
lonesome for Teddy.
who spent It. and the man New Mexico sent to congress. This man An
upon
Let us hope that the suggesUveness drews is the man who Is looked
barrier in the way of New
of the name Oyster Bay will have as the sole
Mexico securing statehood. And why
a salutary effect upon the President's Simply
for the reason that the hon
eloquence during his vacation.
est and conscientious members of the
States senate said a common
that Adams' 1xstory Is United
The assertion
no better material than
with
wealth
V.
OntTiarH
- almost
that
"- .
.
.
e. , e
I..,l .
enough to reconcile the public to tne l.i
... . ,
"
I
.
T
of his refusing 10 laiK.
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of fact, brought out by you can unite
all the elements necessary to elect,
87t2
Southeast.
who will sweep the country against
anybody the Republicans can put up
FOR SALE:
Several stands of bees,
in 1908."
also good saddle. A. ' F. Talcott
This, is all we have said. We stand
303 N. Main.
87t2
to it. We undertake to boom nobody
9
cows
gentle
.SALE:
milch
luK
far less anybody at Mr. Bryan's exat $38. For particulars jriall at Enter
pense. It is not we who would play
I
prise Hdw. Co.
78tl2
the part of Warwick. It is Mr. Bryan
we would hav,e play it, in the event
FOR SALE:
Cook stove and kitch
en cabinet, both in good condition
that he has the least distrust of him
self.
Cheap. Phone 166.
88t3
The man we have in mind is close
12 vacant lots on
SALE:
to Mr. Bryan. He is a typical Ameri
South Hill, for one-haof actual
can. He has made his mark deep up"value. Carlton & Bell.
on the popular mind and heart of a
FOR SALE: Some choice residence
region whence we must derive our
lots, well located, at
outlying strength to win. He is clean
prices.
CARLTON & BELL.
able, approved, loyal, against whom
no element, or faction, in the Demo20 acres,
FOR SALE:
house,
cratic party nor any reasonable Rewell, some fruit. Best bar
artesian
publican element dissatisfied with its
gain in the Valley. Carlton & Bell
own party could offer the smallest
objection; as good a man for the DeFOR SALE.
One rotary and drop
mocrats as Hughes of New York, is
Austin well drilling machine. Phone
conceded to be for the Republicans
or write the Oasis Ranch.
29tf
IN THE SOCIAL WORLD.
and our belief is that he can defeat
"- Four or me tmerpnse
and nrosnerous state to-- even Hughes, and insure
Demo
a
us
tne
Vloyees appear to have preferred
FOR
Folding
SALE:
bed,
we
cook
day.
Territory.
have
a
instead
of
penitentiary to suicide. It Is also be never seen a denial made of the part cratic victory next year.
stove and other household articles
In the matter of a moustache, there
Mrs. George L. True entertained the
lieved that Bull Andrews
Mrs. Delia Sarles, 1312 N. Wash
"Bull" Andrews played in the wreck is controversy, but his hair is not yet
Monday
political.
Five
Club
afternoon
Hundred
;
will be only
ington.
88t2
ing of the Pittsburg .bank, and the touched with gray.
The amusement for the afternoon was
only hope of the gang is to have it
II.
as
indicates.
name
FOR
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or
the
of
the
club
of
Three
miles
four
Sensational developments in the Ii made one of those closed incidents
A single year in American politics There were three tables. During the
open woven wire fence;
also
or tne popular "try ana rorgei it va- - sometimes
l?ntrrrise National Bank case are
works a miracle, and some afternoon ice cream and cake were
fence posts. Apply Oasis ranch, or
coming fast, and they threaten to riety. Springer Stockman.
times a revolution.
phone 347.
A delightful time was had
served.
07tf.
cause Delegate Andrews of New Mex
reWhen, last summer, Mr. Bryan
by those present, who were Mesdames FOR SALE:
Five
aores
on
South
THE DEMOCRATIC DILEMMA.
ico great embarrassment. El paso
foreign
lands to his own Phillips, Patterson, Leland, O. Smith
turned from
I Louisville
Courier-JournaHill, one block from Main street,
Times.
nativity to receive a welcome which W. M. Reed, Polsgrove, Price, S. Pra-ge1
at a sacrifice price. Carlton &
was national in character, it seemed
H. F. M. Bear, Holmes, and MisBell.
A very famous, and at the same to us that tae road before him was ses Prager and Totzek.
Dillon Wallace.
the Labrador ex-- 1
FOR SALE:
600 acres fine, level
plorer, has written an article on "the time a very near and dear friend of broad and open and led straight to
land, rich soil, 5 miles from Rospleasures of starving." Will Mr. the Hon. William Jennings Bryan, the White House. According to our
Lawrence
ways of thinking he had
well, $7.00 per acre. Carlton &
.Roosevelt Madly Inform us what kind writes a personal letter to the Editor
Appleton, Wis., June 12. Alumni of
in wnicn ne but to turn his back upon the past Lawrence university from many stat
Bell.
nf a faker Mr. Wallace is. vvasn-- or tne jjourier-journ86tf
paper
way
seme
assumes
the
that in
his face" toward the future taking the es are aiding in the celebration of the r OK
ington Post.
four-hors-e
power
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year
own
a
of
present as he found it to make his fiftieth anniversary of the first com
tracks
has crossed its
.Fairbanks and Morse gasoline en
ago. with respect to that gentleman calling and election sure.
mencement
that institution today.
gme with full equipment, in good
A clergyman declares that "the "What on earth are you trying to do
party was ready to rally A feature wasof the
whole
The
by
Dr.
Hen
address
wages
our
In
Christian
condition. Apply at Record office.
of
scale
says
my
Bryan?"
with
An
he.
country
friend
was
getting
about
him.
The
is a disgrace to our civiliza- - other friend of Mr. Bryan, equally sick of spectacular politics of the ov ry .Holmes, of Milwaukee, director of FOR SALE:
churches
Horse i and buggy.
Methodist institution and for years
tion- .- Why does he not set about .or- - olQse ta
so fam0uS, writes
variety. If Mr. Bryan the
Horse deep bay, 16 hands high
management.
prominent
Both
in
its
... h not
ganlzing a nnion? Phoenix (Ariz.) t
th t
hoomimr could have seen his way to letting Dr.
strongly built. Good buggy. Will be
Mrs. Holmes graduated from
Republican.
pleased to show them at any time,
rolk or eIse Francis Well, lust the well enough alone, there being is the and
university at its first commence
same. Brvan is aire ad v as eood as sues
'phone 286 6 .rings.
In hand without going ment half a century ago today, and
81tf
HUgnes
Tor
we
Governor
of
Coon
nominated."
Criticism
these hints
to the bush for new ones he would
married shortly afterward as the
etoing the two-cefare bill should- I have ourselves a word or two to say. then and there have shown his states were
sequel of the classroom romance. Hav
toe withheld until his reasons are pnD- I The Courier-Journis booming no- - manship as good as his oratory.
FOR RENT.
ing secured both an education and
Ilshed. Our first guess is mat ne oo--- bodv for the Democratic Presidential
was
Another
unable
to
This
he
university,
wife
Dr.
do.
at
the
the
has
unRoom with board. 209
nomination in 1908. It has not retrac John the Baptist, a second Ignaclus since been its most ardent friend and FOR RENT:
lected to exempting tne raiiroaas
I
N. Pa.
87t3
der 150 miles in length.
ted what it said of Mr. Bryan in 190fi Loyala, is was his nature to cry aloud supporter.
Mr. Bryan himself has declared that in the wilderness, the rather a propaFOR RENT: Furnished room, 104
the party Is able to find a man wh gandist than a practical politician.
North Ky.
tf.
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Telegraph Oepartors May Strike.
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i
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.New
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i nai is a ..... cific and he said so to him the In directors of the Western Union Tele- - dences in Roswell furnished. Modthe President, having gone down in "u
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having exhausted uryan
and the Referendum are spe
itiative
submarine
and
company
raph
secret
met in
session
ern in all Its appointments. Splento consider, ana ior an mm
irnnar-- i to
ii th. th- cifics, and he says so being an hon- today for the purpose of considering
did location. Millice & Wilson, tf.
man mrnmm to become an aero- - ng iemocraxs, wnemer inenaiy or est man, why shouldn't he? To us, the demanis
opera
telegraph
of
the
unfriendly to Mr. Bryan, to discuss. and to a very great body of peopl
naut? Springer Stockman.
It is known that Robert C. Clow
The Democratic party cannot survive especially in the South none of them tors.
ry, president and general manager of
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Bry
more
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No
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another
to
specific;
seems
assuredly they the company, has notified superinten
be a
Col. Henry Watterson doesn't like an.
pressing
tangible
not
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isssues dents in various parts of the country
CARLTON
the "pert paragraphers. One of his A year ago Mr. Bryan stood as our and, still an
our notions to be prepared for an emergency in & BELL.
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recourse.
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until
to
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matter.
men
and the
to explain the
fuse the demands of the
Surely, we cannot disregard him them.
TO EXCHANGE.
latter should go on strike. President
the old school of ponderosity which him.
The range of selection has been nar
rise3 a certain friction be Samuel J. Small and other officials
Here
teaches that wit has no souL
rowed down to Mr. Bryan, or Mr. Bry tween Mr. Bryan and myriads of De
For: Pecos Valley
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an's choice. No one can be elected mocrats. He thinks, or appears to ion
lands, $10,000 worth of income proare confident that there will be no
Had the old gang remained In paw-- 1 in Mr. Bryan's despite.
perty,
without incumbrance, in Colthink, this difference an issue of con strike but are believed to be prepared
er. maybe they .would nave ta&eni We took occasion to say and it is viction, involving right and duty. We to
orado Springs, Colo. Address Box
suspension
of
immediate
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order
I
the land back after the Pennsylvania I the only criticism we have passed think it simply a matter of circum work in case negotiations should be 447, Roswell.
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not
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opposition to the Republican party
of
middle
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Atlantic City, N. J., June 12. The WANTED:
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with the party upon its ill starred Free and stand-pa- t
Republicanism, to the American
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Railway Master Mechanic's
Silver Crusade of 1896 reflects credit Roosevelt
hierarchy and
418.
Phone
ses87t2
association convened in annual
upon his good nature, nor his Rooseveltism.
Haywood 'b attorneys are about even neithersense.
sion on the pier today, with represen WANTED:
Statesmen who look for
Cow, fresh or soon to
Who is to decide? Mr. Bryan may tative
wita President Roosevelt for declar good
members from all over the coun
should be at once more.circum be right and we be wrong. Old-fas- h
be fresh. ' Jersey preferred. Geo. B.
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interesting
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Nevertheless, we can see the situation
tent work at Roswell Tent City.
was not present at San Juan. What cipline hangs at loose ends. Crlmina- only the one way, that it will take all Charities and Corrections Conference.
Good wages for right party. Phone
the Democrats who went astray in
Minneapolis,
12.
it all this had come out before he tion and recrimination is the sheerest 1896,
Minn.,
Dele
June
'
good many Repriblicans
No. 249.
86t3
elected President?
waste of time and votes. The effect besides,andto awin next year, and hence gates to the number of nearly 1,000,
of Mr. Bryan's proscription could only we but echo Mr. Bryan himself when appointed by the governors of. the va- FOR SALE:
Pen fed, dressed poul
rious states and including some of the
The Big Stick man never had
be to warn off the thousands of sound
say that if the party can find
try for' table use. Plymouth Rock
leading sociologists and philanthropbetter chance to exemplify the impar money men who never held office in we
get
more
likely
man
votes
to
who
hens, Black Minorcas, White Leg
tial operation of the celebrated square their lives, and who never exDect to than he is islikely to get, it should no ists of the country, are in Minneapo ie- lis today to take part in the thirtyoffice, but who notwithstanding, minate that man.
aeai. air. uagerman, wno merelyRayhorn hens at the Poultry Yard, E.
oia
- 3j.e men
annual session of the National
livered the deeds, is out; Mr.
0f influence and character,
11th and N. Main. W. H. FerguWe have an entire year to look fourth
CorrecConference
and
Charities
nolds, who was a member of the land an(j, upon the issues of the time, are about
of
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to consider this question tions. The opening session will be
son.
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ooani wmen made tne oeai ana sev-- 1 jjood Democrats. Nay, still rworse than in all itsandbearings
and belongings. held this evening in the auditorium,
erai ocner ones, is acung governor, this, it were to draw a line against We should not only consider
it careful when the ' visitors will be welcomed
WHY" Albuquerque journal.
those Republicans who are dissatis ly, prayerfully and dispassionately,
fied with their own party and rwhose but as the friends and not the ene by Governor Johnson, the mayor and
The
other prominent Minnesotans.
The frequency with which the I votes are essential to constitute a De-- mies of M,r. Bryan ; for the reason that conference
will continue through the
Presldent calls somebody a liar only I mocratic majority.
Mr. Bryan and his friends can defeat week, and on
Sunday
annu
next
the
proves his singular taste for pectacuOn this point, however, we made no anything the party does or attempts
sermon will ibe preached by Arch
lax vulgarity. Such exhibitions only I stand. Wise men as they grow older to do, which is not agreeable to them al
bishop Ireland.
Many other notable
grow
which
less
What we selves. This is a simple fact. On the speakers
that he lacks
will deliver addresses among
indiscretion, Mr. Bryan seems to threshold we concede it.
marks tiie truly great. One can hard-(cal- l
Ben Lindsey, of Denver,
ly fancy "Old Hickory" calling a man I think candor. He may be right and
In the case of Mr. Bryan, if he be hem Judge
all over the United States as
a liar unless he was "In reach .of his I we toe wrong. It may be indeed that- the nominee next year, he becomes knownkid's
jed'ge."
good right arm," aa Gen. Thomas Har-- 1 we are quite out of date in our no- his own platform. "With the many is- the
conference is in reality a scnool
rison was wont to eay. Some dayltions of prudence and of imprudence. sues embodied by Mr. Bryan within of The
instruction in civics and philan
one of these "liars" will forget the and that the trick of volubility, which himself, whence are the indispensable
thropy and Its aim is to reduce alms
exalted office in the ordinary clay of In a letter beat Mr. Clay, and in the
to come? In 1839 giving
other charitable work to
the man and will give the President celebrated Burchard sentence, beat Mr. Clay stood to the Whig party an exactand
science. The work of the con
Mr. Blaine, will prove the making of very much where Mr. Bryan stands to
Mr. Bryan; that reserve is no longer day to the Democratic party. But ference will be divided into five genera virtue in public life, that reticience Mr. Clay, like Mr. Bryan had sustain- al sections.
oratory
is a crime, and that only
Chicago Motorists Celebrate.
which tickles and dazzles and draws
FRESH
Chicago, June 12. The various mo
great audiences, remains the sure, safe
weapon of the successful party lead
toring clubs of Chicago joined today in
A bright bay stallion, with blaok
SHELLED
er.
the celebration of Orphan's day in mane and tail. Weight about 1,500 lb:
apart,
This
the text suggested by Mr.
accordance with the request of the of 16
hands high. Has fine style and
Bryan holds ood. that, if the party
ficials o fthe American Automobile as action. Is seven years old and has
Almonds
proven
can fiad a man who stood true to the
sociation. Hundreds of homeless and
himself a getter of colts of
guns In 1896 a good, loyal organiza
orphan children were given free rides fine size and style.
in cars donated for the occasion by au
tion Democrat," is Mr. Bryan's requi
& DeFreest
site who can get more votes than
tomobile owners and dealers.
We have just received a
Mr. Bryan Ja likely to get. him the
fresh shipment of the above
National Convention should nominate
Episcopal Conference.
Will be stood at $12.50 to Insure a
Real Estate
Nuts.
In that connection, Mr. Bryan went
Grenada, Miss., June 11. The North
even the length of suggesting a South
Bemember our COLD
Mississippi Episcopal conference be mare with foal.
Will make the season at Robt J.
ern nominee.
gins Its mid-yea- r
Live Stock Com'sn
meeting today, lastDRINKS are always the
2
miles east on Second
taking Mr. Bry
The Courier-Journing until Friday. Nearly all the minis McClenny's,
best: We have on hand
street, and who is prepared to take
an at his word made substantially this
ters
part
the
taking
conference
of
Money
are
Cheapest
Loan
to
difthree
care of mares.
all times two to
answer- - which we take leave to re
hi the session.
S
peat and slightly to amplify "In case
ferent kinds of flavored
you save any doubts about yourself.
Beautiful bouse for sale. 1202 N. Ky.
cream.
Urton
Opposite the Post Office
Mr. Bryan and la case yon prefer to
S rooms, strictly
modrer. shade
play the part of Warwick we can
trees, shrubbery and nice lawn. EaOWNERS.
sy terms. 200 Lea are.. Tel. S34.
tell yon of Democrat who nils your
Ti NTfirR
bill exactly; warmly your friend; 'a
63t24.
1
good organization Democrat
who In
oar judgment with your he!j in point
Record Want Ada. Get Results.
Record Want Ads. Get Sesoits.
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Scenes In the

Loans

Carlton & Bell
303 NORTH riAlN ST., ROSWELL, N. M.
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WATCH AND LISTE
FOR

Gronsky's Ice Cream Wagon

al

Gronsky's New Ice Cream Wagon makes daily
tours of the city. It can be found on the streets
at all hours of the day. Those wishing Ice
Cream delivered can call Phone No. 179 and the
wagon will be sent around at once. Our Ice
Cream is first class in every respect, the next
time the wagon passes your way try some. You
will know it by the jingle of the Sleigh Bells.

;

1.

ic

gnutin.

;

old-tim-

-

Big-stic-

;r,L

See Our

I

k

v.rw

Mouldings, Sash, Doors,
Oak, Ash, Hickory,
Redwood, Fir, Cypresc,
Poplar, Basswood. Cedar, Lime,
Cement, Plaster, Glass, Plate,
Fancy Mantles, Grates, Tiling

Before You Buy.

-

'

KEMP

LUMBER

CO.

1

self-contr- ol

I

-

Colonel

& Valnnts

WooM

at

Terms

Iff"

Pally Record
SeiB
For Yoim
OH:

The Classified Ads in the Daily Record are read every
day by thousands who want to buy or sell something.
The small sum of 2octs. will place your wants before
them.
Would you rent a house? Tell the Record Readers.
"Would you sell a horse or cow? Tell the Recoad
Readers.

al

V. 6.

In! T

Left TSie

&

Sons,

Record

Ads. Bring Results

FREEMAN

ROSWELL

Trade- Directory.

FAREWELL

-

Furniture Stores.

Abstracts.

Photographers.

CITIZENS OF EDDY COUNTY GIVI
FORMER JUDGE A SPLENDID
BANQUET AT CARLSBAD.

experience.

& Paper Hangers.
Fire Insurance.
E. L. COOPER.
Painter and paper
nanger. My painting is first class.
R. L. A T. H. M ALONE:
Office over
I hang paper the right way. Phone
First National Bank, phone 262. Let zio.
3tze
Architects.
us protect you against loss by fire.
O. C. Nelson.. jfjjLLAHIN &CALFEE-J. M. Nelson.
Represent- J. M. NELSON CO.. Architects,
nothing h.t rellahla
oof J Public Service Corporations.
in.
Roswell, N. M. fire Insurance companies.
Oklahoma Blk.
Insure ROSWELL ELECTRIC LIGHT CO.
with us. 303 N. Main St.
The best light and power. Phone

and

"THE GREAT DISSENTER"

by the
Many Brilliant
Addresses
Friends and Neighbors of Beloved
a
Gold
with
Jurist. Presented
Watch by the Citizens and Friends,
Judge Freeman Responds Feelingly.

Grocery Stores.

C

I

Blacksmith

Hardware Stores.

Shops.

THE TEXAS SHOP. Rubber tires.
horse shoeing.
wheelwork,
and tire setting.
plow-work-

A.

onvr.
blacksmithlng

All mnas Ot
and wood work
Rubber tires and horseshoeing my
m. IWDDa

specialty.

INGERSOLL'S BOOK STORE. Lat
est books, stationery and period!
cala.
Billiard-Poo-

ROSWELL HARDWARE CO. Whole
sale and retail hardware, pipe,
pumps, gasoline engines, fencing,
s aualitv vnn are looktno- - fn.
it can be found here. Our tin and
enamel ware is not made only to
sell, but to last as well. 322 N. Main
If

It

W. P. LEWIS

Book Store.

.

&

HARDWARE
CO
The largest house in the West. Po List your property at lowest possible
lite attention, complete Btock and price with Miss Nell R. Moore, rear
right prices. We solicit your bust
American Nat'l Bank, 'phone 47.
ness. First and Main.
Ready-to-we-

Hotels.

Halls.

l

BELL. Do the largest
real estate business in the city. If
you are in the market to buy or
sell, see us.
EDWARD A. FINNEGAN.
Garst
Bldg. (210 N. Main). I sell strictly
on 5 per cent commission.
GILMORE & FLEMING:
Real Es
tate and Live Stock. Garst Building, Room No. 8.
CARLTON

Apparel.

ar

MORRISON BROS. STORE.
new THE
UIL.KK5UIM:
Kosweil's
ihb
Outfitters in ready to wear apparel
BOWLING. BILLIARDS.
POOL.
hotel, rooms with private bath. All for
men, women and children. Mil
Brunswick
Balke Coll. Co. equips accommodations
One) linery
first class.
a specialty.
menc Geo. B. Jewett, Prop.
Block West of Postoffiee.
EL CAPITA N HOTEL.
European

Special to The Record.
Carlsbad, N. M., June 12. The Ho
tel Schlitz last evening from 9 o'clock
until after midnight was the scene of
a brilliant gathering of the representative professional arid business men of
Carlsbad and Eddy county, who gave
a magnificent banquet in honor of
Judge Alfred A. Freeman, on the occasion of 'his departure from Carlsbad
for his new home in Victoria, Vancouver, B. C.
Covers were laid for about forty,
and the elegant dining hall of the
presented a
hospitable old Schlitz
splendid appearance, being tastily
and profusely decorated. A large banner on the wall bore the following
Inscription: "JUS DICERE ET NON
JUS DARE," (To Declare the Law
and not to Make the Law.)
The dinner was a seven course affair, and the menu was Indeed sumptuous. A roast pig graced the head of
the table, decorated with American
Beauty roses, carnations, lettuce and
whole, tomatoes.
At the conclusion of the dinner

Judge Freeman pleasantly surprised
all by breaking the seal on a box of
rare imported cigars from the province
of Samar, P. I which were sent him
over a year ago by Captain George
Curry, recently appointed governor of
New Mexico. When Judge Freeman
received the gift from Capt. Curry he
put them away, but never dreamed of
presenting them to his friends on as

.Horn

plan. Rooms, 50c; meals, 2"c. One
Seed Store.
block west of depot.
THE
ROSWELL
&
PRODUCE
HOTEL:
So. GRAND CENTRAL
New
KIRBY'S BOTTLING WORKs!
SEED CO. All kinds of field and
De-&
Woodruff
Main St. Refresh your memory by management.
phonhig No. 163 for a case of Klr-- I Freest. Best and largest. Centrally garden seed, write for catalogue
ly located.
by's Best.
HOTEL SHELBY:
New manage
Shoe Stores.
ment. The leading tiotel of the city.
Building and Loan Associations H. Kercheval. Prop.
THE PEELER SHOE STORE. Only
exclusive
shoe store. Peters and
See R. H. McCune in Patterson's ROSWELL HOTEL.
Stetson shoes our specials.
We are not on
harness store for loans or homes on ly giving something good to eat, but
easy payments.
we fan you while you eat.

Bottling Works.

MORGAN'S SECOND HAND STORE.
Dealer in new and second hand
KIPLING'S CANDY STORE. Finest! HARRY MORRISON.
The leading goods.
line of candies, shelied nuts, ci- and exclusive jeweler. Watches, POSWELL SECOND HAND STORE.
gars. Hot and cold drinks.
diamonds. Jewelry, rich cut glass! New and second hand furniture,
and hand painted China, Sterling 100-0N. Main. Hills & Rogers
-ed silverware.
and
Prop. Phone 69.
Contractors and Builders.
L. B. BOELLNER.
Roswell'B 'best MA KIN'S SECOND HAND STORE.
GARRETT & SPARKS.
Contractors jeweler. A full line cut glass, hand Highest
prices paid for second
and Buiders. Painting and paper- - painted China, diamonds, etc
Hand goods. Phone 227.
hanging. P. O. Box 566 159 E. 5th.
C. FEINBERG
Roswell's new Jew
eler. Call and see me. at 203 V4 N.I
Sanatorium
Main St. A swell line of Jewelry.
Department Stores.
We repair watches, all work guar- ROSWELL TENT CITY AND SANA- TORIUM, Incorporated.
Dr. C. L.
JAFFA. PRAGER & CO. Dry goods, anteed.
Parsons. Manager.
clothing, groceries and ranch sup-- j
plies.
Lumber Yards.
JOYCE-PRUI- T
Dry
CO.
Goods.
Surety Companies.
Clothing. Groceries, etc. The larg PECOS VALLEY LUMBER CO.
est supply house In the Southwest. Lumber, shingles, doors, lime, ceA R. H. McCune, agent U. S. Fidelity
Wholesale and Retail.
ment. paints, varnish and glass.
&3uaranty Co. Bonds on short notice

cottage,
Fine
3 lots with water, blue
Fine
grass and shade.
location. VERY CHEAP
and on easy terms.
six-roo-

Jewelry Stores.

m

Drug Stores.

Tailors.

paint.
& JEWELRY CO.
Oldest drug store in Roswell. All
KEMP LUMBER CO. Call on ns for
things
Shingles, etc We treat
Lumber.
DANIEL DRUG CO. Headquarters you right. East 4th St.
var-paper,
j
drugs,
paints,
wall
for
nish.
ROSWELL DRUG

Tailor made suits.
North
Cleaning and pressing. 118
Main St. Phone 409.

W. P. WOOD:

ROBERT BALLARD. The Reliable
Life Insurance.
Transfer man. Down town phone
CAPITAL LIFE INSURANCE CO
224. Residence phone 426.
Denver Col., A Western Co.. for the
K. C. DYE WORKS: Recently estabJ Western people. The largest divi
GENERAL TRANSFER
11 shed
here. Cleaning and pressing dend payer in the business. See us ANGELL'S
Safe and Piano Moving a Specialty.
suits made to order, phone 517.
before you buy. no trouble to show Phone 378. Cor. Roswell Hdw. Co.
our policy. Horace A Lay Manager.

Dye Works.

Electricians.

Undertakers.

GUNSUL.
Electrical
Mens' Furnishers.
DILLEY & SON. Undertakers. Pri
'phone
Contractor, 303 N. Main.
vate ambulance, prompt service.
T. WILLIAMS
& CO. The only
E.
141. Agent General Electric Co. All
Under
exclusive Men's Furnishers in the ULLERY FURNITURE CO.
kinds of electric work.
takers. 'Phone No. 75 or No. 111.
Pecos Valley.

BERNARD

Brown Dr. T. E. Presley Hot
Russell 2nd&Street
East
SPECIALIST.
Blacksmiths and Wood
Workmen.

g
a specialty. Call Pnone
and we will call for and deliver
your work. Every thirj first class, or
money refunded.
Horse-hoin-

EYE EAR. NOSE & THROAT.
Office Hoars: 8 to IS a. m. 2 to 4 p.
m. Office: Oklahoma Block

137

OSTEOPATHS
Dr. C B. Hochlasoa
Dr. flary B. Hutchinson

Qrmfiuataof the American School off
hoars.
Cats mswtni at
2IIW.4&SL

8. E

LUND

LAWYER
j

Specialty lining Law
Navajo Block. - - S24 N. Main.

4.

Rsid

&

M.

Now is the time when you want
thinprs cold, and the way to
have things cold is to get ICE
CREAM FREEZERS, REFRIGERATORS, WATER COOLERS.
ICE PICKS etc, from

Makin's 2nd Hand Store
Carnation Plants .For Sale at Phone 227. 109 N. Main St.
50c Per Dozen,
Alameda areenbouse.
- A card fca Oe Roswell Trade Direc-

Hmr-rm-

nerrey

tory brings results and keeps your
same before tne people.

Telephone 184.

LAWYERS
Room 9, Texas Block. Phone

Weather

51

rr Tim niH 1 traiM

any kind see

u.

nramwIHA-

Carlton

-

Bell.

Thursday,

say, because a preliminary
investigation showed that an action
on them would be barred by the
statute of limitation.'
"Readers of the Advocate will not
need to be reminded of the impropriety, injustice and intolerable vulgari
ty of this utterance.
"Confessing
that he is personally
ignorant of the truth or falsity of the
charges that were made, or which he
at least says were made, the President blazons them to the world in a
letter to the son concerning a matter
that does not at all concern the
of the older Hagerman. If the
old gentleman were a bandit, a member of the James gang if he were a
member of the QuayPenrose .machine of the state of Pennsylvania
as is the President's friend 'Bull'
Andrews it would still noj affect the
issue as to the moral turpitude involved in the delivery of certain deeds
to the Pennsylvania Development Co.
and. by the way, wasn't this man
Bull Andrews one of the original orgcompany?
anizers of this
The following is the really noble
reply of the
in regard to
this matter: Quoting from the Hagerman letter at length, which we omit
because Record readers are already'
familiar with the reply.)
"At first blush it might seem that
Mr. Roosevelt denies the charge made
on the resignation of Hagerman that
the President was moved by a desire
to placate the gang as we put it, by
offering a sacrifice at the altar of
the sacred Bull. Here is Mr. Roose-vent'- s
'
statement:
" No one suggested to me the
appointment of Captain Curry as
your successor. The idea was my
own, because I wished under the
extraordinary circumstances in New
Mexico to find some man whom I
personally knew, and whose upright
ness, strength of character and
knowledge of the people and the
circumstances I could have entire
confidence. Captain Curry was one
of the best men in my regiment.
"This looks straight enough, but is
intimating that Mr.
Without
it?
Roosevelt indulges in the lie direct,
it is a notorious fact that he is a past
master of equivocation.
"But a few weeks ago he denounc- cannot

In Patterson's Harness Store.
notable an occasion as last night.
The speakers and toasts were as
follows:
W. A. Finlay, Toastmaster.
L. O. Fullen, postmaster and law
partner of Judge Freeman and Hon.
"Judge
discussed,
J. O. Cameron,
Freeman, the Lawyer and Politician."
Having been intimately associated
with Judge Freeman for a long time,
put Mr. Fullen in a position to capably discuss the life of the jurist, and
his talk was very entertaining.
Attorney D. G. Grantham, one of
the most eloquent speakers in the
Valley, responded to "Judge Freeman the Friend."
"Tennessee's Contribution to New
Mexico," was the topic of J. W.
s

Tenn. Mr.
Brown, of Brownsville.
Brown and Judge Freeman were boyhood friends together in old Haywood
Mr. Brown was
county, Tennessee.
here visiting the Judge and had intended to leave yesterday morning,
but when informed that the banquet
was to be given last night in honor
of his old friend he gladly consented
to stay over one more day. Mr. Brown
is a capitalist and owns extensive
timber lands in Louisiana.
Hon. J. O. Cameron, law partner
of Judge Freeman, was
and
the next speaker, and he had for his
subject, "Seventeen Years in New
Mexico."
C. H. McLenathen spoke on "The
son-in-la- w

Great Dissenter."
Then came an address by J. N.
Pratt, at the conclusion of which he
presented to Judge Freeman an elegant solid gold watch as a token of
the friendship, love and esteem in
which Judge Freeman is held by the
citizens. The watch was in a handplush case and
some leather-boun"Presented to
bore the inscription,
A. A. Freeman by Citizens of Eddy
County, New Mexico."
The concluding address was made
by the guest of honor. The grand old
man who is loved here with almost
unanimous accord, never made a better appearance, and his talk was in
and inimitable
his usual eloquent
patios, appreciation,
stvle, displav-inaffection and deep, intense thought.
He spoke feelingly of the token ot
remembrance presented to him and
was visibly afTected by the spirit of
love that prompted the gift.
Landlord Cazier was highly complimented for the perfect service, and
proved that he is conducting the Hohigh plane
tel Schlitz on the Bame management
which characterized his
of the Shelby at Roswell for over two
years.
Judge Freeman and and Mr. Cameron will leave for their new home is,

e

.

(!!!

Hill

Hi

125 North Main Street

First class dinners 35cts
from 12 to 6. Hreakfast
and Supper at all hours,
a la carte.
OPEN

DAY

AND

NIGHT

n

Friday,

Saturday
Game Called at 4:00 P.

ed Harriman as a liar because the
latter said the President requested
him to raise .money to assist in his
election. Did the President deny that
the money was raised? Not at all. but
it was raised to help another man
who was running for governor on the
same ticket on which Mr. Roosevelt
was a candidate and where it was impossible to assist one without helping the other. His attack on Judge
Parker was purely an evasion, a seem
ing to say what he didn't quite say.
Now, perhaps, no one suggested the
appointment of Capt. Curry. The gang
might have simply intimated that
they wotilrt like an executive that
would be satisfactory, and the President knowing that Curry was once
an appointee of the infamous Otero,
probably thought he would fill the
bill. This hypothesis is strengthened
by the acclaim with which Curry's
appointment was hailed by the graft
ers, their venal organs and their tin
hom defenders.

Estray Notice.
the Cattle

By order of

of

I

u

"

Becort

Office.

-

-

Sanitary

Board of New Mexico, and in accordance with Sec. 223, Compiled Laws
of New Mexico, I will sell at public
auction to the highest bidder, unless
sooner claimed by the owner, one bay
horse, fifteen hands high, eight or
nine years old, branded 7 counter-brandeon left shoulder, also round-toA with .bar through it on left
thigh and lazy V on both jaws.
Sale in front of R. D. Mi's office
d
p

on Main
1907.

(wed.

6-- 5

street, at

3

p. m.,

June 2th,

L. J. RICHARDS,
t4) Inspector Dist. No. 5.

Estray Notice.
By order of the Cattle
Sanitary
Board of New Mexico, and in accordance with Sec. 223, Compiled Laws
of New Mexico, I will sell at public
auction to the highest bidder, unless
sooner claimed by the owner, one
gray mare, fourteen hands high, nine
or ten years old. branded FA followFire Insurance Agents.
Des Moines, la., June 11. .Fire In- ed by half circle on left thigh.
Sale in front of R. D. Bell's office
surance agents from all over the state
Main street, at 3 p. m., June 29t.h,
met in Des Moines today for the pur- on
pose of forming an organization. May- 1907.
L. J. RICHARDS,
or Matitern welcomed the 500 visitors (wed.
t4) Inspector Dist. No. 5.
at their headquarters in the Savery
hotel. The convention will last thru
Another new bunch of latest post
tomorrow, when the formation of a
permanent association will be com- card novelties, from 5 cents to 25 cts.
82tf.
pleted. B. F. Kauffman, of this city each. Ingersoll's Book Store.
is president of the preliminary organization and will likely be continued in
that position.
5

Liquor Dealers in Atlantic City.
Atlantic City, N. J., June 11. Dealers in "wines, liquors and cigars"
from all over the United States and
Canada are here in large numbers for
the annual convention of the National Liquor Dealers' Association, which
will be in progress on the pier during
,
the nexit three days. Samuel
L. G. Gerstley and J. H. Cars-tairs- ,
all of Philadelphia, are in charge
of the convention and have evolved
an eleborate program of entertainments in iwhich the saloon men of
Philadelphia will act as hosts. The
business session will be held tomorrow.
Grab-felder-

5 FOR 800

acres of splendid land within one block of Main Street for
$800. An investment here will
bear 12 per cent interest.
5

Carlton

&

Bell.
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HAMBERLAINT!

V

mm
A few doses of this remedy will invariably cure an ordinary attack of

dinrrlxa.
It cua always be depended npon,

even in the more severe attacks of
cramp colic and cholera morbus.
It is equally'suecessfuj for summer
diarrhoea and cholera infantum in
children, and is the means of saving
the lives of many children each year.
When reduced with water and
sweetened it is pleasant to take.
Every man of a family Hhould keep
ibis remedy in his home. Bnyitnow.
Large Size, 5oc.
Price, 2oc.

Hunt With
Thfre are no Game Laws for
those who hunt with a KODAK.
If it isn't an Kastman, it isn't
a KODAK. We have them

Roswell Drug & Jewelry Go

d

We have for sale,

power

(VI.

Roswell Amusement Park

at a bargain, a four horse

Fairbanks-Mors- e

GASOLINE ENGINE

g

a

W.CBaM.

R. H. McCune

Pe-?o-

Transfers.

requesting the latter to investigate
the charges against Governor Hagerman before accepting 'vis resignation.
In this telegram it appears the old
gentleman stigmatized
the charges
against his son as false and declared
them the work of "freebooters." As
to the first part of the message (assuming that the President's version
of it is not garbled) Mr. Hagerman
is in error; for the naked charge t.iat
the governor did deliver certain deeds
is true and undeniable. But in any
event the Pesident saw fit to address
the young man as follojws:
" unarges or a very grave cnarac-te- r
were made to m4 against your
father himself in connection with
his land transactions in the past.
Whether they were true or not I

self-sam-

2

ROSWELL LUMBER CO.
Oldest
lumber yard in Roswell. See us for
all kinds of building materials and

"Explaining the causes for the removal of Governor Hagerman and the
reply of the Governor thereto are, at
present, the
topic of territorial politics. In every way Hagerman has the better of the controversy. Reading his defense' leads us to
believe that he was guilty of neither
moral wrong nor legal error, though
a shrewder politician
would have
evaded delivering the deeds.
(The Advocate then gives a resume
of the Hagerman letter ilhich we omit
because the Record haa already published it In full, then Joes on.)
"The very finest part if Hagerman's
letter is the dignified and manly de
fense of his father. It seems that the
senior Hagerman prompted by a detigma on his
sire to remove the
son's reputation wired ,;the President

repvi-tatio-

Second Hand Stores.

Candy Store.

has the other paper prikted at Artesia. With .its natural disposition to
fairness the Advocate studied the letters of Roosevelt and Hagerman on
their merits, apart from prejudice.
and some of its conclusions are as
follows:

J

"

AMARILLO - vs - ROSWELL

Hag-erma-

150.

MEAT MARKET. Fresh meats!
Piano Tuners.
staple and fancy groceries.
WESTERN
CO. Thei GOOD
GROCERY
TUNERS, like good pianos,
leading grocery store, nothing but are scarce. Try Bernard Pos, the
U. S. MEAT MARKET. Keeps noth-expert piano tuner fir both. Oppo
Ing but tie best. Quality our the best.
P. O., 'phone 85.
site
motto.
CASH
GROCERY. Kirknatrick &
Prunty. Prop. Strictly cash. Our
MARKET
THE SACRAMENTO
107 N. Main. Phone 425.-- It's the groceries are the best.
Printing
place to buy your meat.
PPRINTING:
Cards, posters, com
STAR MEAT MARKET. The place
mercial stationery, booklets, cataJt nlae ffeflforQ
pliel CC
logues. The Daily Record.
for rood corn fed beef and all oth- - firfl;n
mw
MAna- 1 tt XT
l.ln - 'DhnnJ ROSWELL WOOL & HIDE CO. Let
56.
us furnish you with your Grain, Coal
Racket Store.
and wood, we buy bides, phone '0
rTHE
RACKET
STORE. Dealer in
nDflKC
i
OnopS.
TRADING
CO.
Coal
jROSWELL
Notions. China, graniteware and
cooking utensils.
HOME BAKERY. Fresh bread cakes! Hay- - and Grain- - A'ays the best
East Second St., Phone 126.
and pies, made fresh every day.
Special orders for parties, etc.
Real Estate.
T.

Jf

n

I

131

Ml

Ar-tesi-

Painters

Butcher Shops.

At the conclusion of the banquet a
local photographer took a flashlight
picture of the participants gathered
around the festive board.
R. T. M.
WHAT THE ARTESIA
ADVOCATE TH NKS OF IT.
The Record reproduc s herewith
a
portions of a long editon il of the
Advocate cpneemin ? the
correspoi dence. The
Advocate is one of the iblest Democratic papers published ta the Pecos
Valley, and on account of the attitude
of Roswell people generally on the
Artesia county question ias not been
particularly friendly to Governor
However, the paper has usually discussed even the county division question much mora fairly than

Mfi rL

0)1

citizens.

HESS & CO. Successors to Walton.
Most complete DILLEY FURNITURE CO. Swellest
CARLTON & BELL.
First class photographs', enlarge
set abstract books In Pecos Valley. line of furniture in Roswell. See us ments,
and views- for Refrigerators..
Twenty-fiv- e
years
CHAVES COUNTY ABSTRACT CO.
P. P. Gayle, manager. Reliable and
prompt.
4tJ6"

w
MS It'

the Northwest in a few days. Tiie law
office here will not be abandoned, but
will be maintained by L. O. Fallen,
and they may return to Carlsbad later to resume their residence.
Carlsbad feels keenly that in the
removal of Messrs. Freeman and
Cameron she is losing two of her
most eminent and highly esteeemed

Entire outfit in good condition. Apply at
Record office,
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f To have stylish feet
is tremendously im- -
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if the barometer of her whole dress, u
f First among stylish shoes stands JJ
4l the "Drew-Selby- "
it is smart and &

The

Drew-Selb-

I

v

a shrift of distinction, everv sort if
j of foot can be made stylish with
a pair of these shoes, every worn- - t
it an cannot be beautiful, but with
s these shoes every woman can 2
If have stylish feet. Low cuts $2.50 jS
it to $3.50. Sold here exclusively. 8
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; Women's Silk Jumpers
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APPROPRIATE
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Morrison Bros.' &

You have the positive ansuraure that
your money has our
chased its equivalent that you have received 100 cents in
vehicle value for every dollar spent. Lowest prices, large
variety, and the ABSOLUTE GUARANTY, accompanying
every job, are three
7Vr
of the points which
have

FOR THE JUNE

iS

are the best. May
we not convince you

WW)

SI

WALL PAPE
We put it on the wall for you.
See us

Daniel Drug Company

Mis-sour- i,

2L

ZiZ

next 30 days. Will be pleased to show
it to any prospective purchaser. Carl
ton & Bell.

J. P. White left this morning for the
Yellow House ranch, where he goes to
deliver to a government agent 2,000
head of two year old heifers, which
he recently sold to the government.
The stock will be shipped out to the
Pine Ridge Indian Agency, in Koutli
Dakota, where they will be used by
the Sioux Indians.
FOR SALE OR TRADE..
splendid hotel proposition., a money maker the first day and every day.
Don't pass this up. See CARLTON
& BELL.
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of Muslin Underwear, Skirts, Night Gowns, Chemises,
DON'T FORGET FRIDAY ONLY.
Corset Covers, Etc., at Prices Never heard of in Roswell.
We Will Place on Sale Our Entire
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Buggies

J. X. Dunn yesterday bought
the
half interest in the second hand store ing for one year. He assumed charge
of Hills & Rogers, of Mr. Rogers. Mr yesterday and will conduct the busiDunn was employed in the store and ness in person.
is well and favorably known by Roso
well people, having lived here for a
Coe Haine and sister left this mornumber of years.
ning for Chicago. Mr. Haine has
Misses Davis and Morrow, who have been in the valley for some time gath
been visiting for some time in Ros- ering material for a writeup of weswell and Artesia, left this morning ter life. He will enter the theological
for the home of Miss Davis, at Texi-co- . department of Chicago University, ex
Miss Morrow will visit with Miss pecting to enter the Baptist Ministry.
Davis for some time and will then re- He will return to Roswell later.
turn to her home in Kentucky,
W. S. Prager's beautiful residence
S. M. Williams,
on South Main is offered for sale for
of Albany,
who has been in Roswell since the first time. Business reasons only
January, bought the stock of goods of induce Mr. Prager to part with his
E. B. Stone grocery and feed store. fine home. We have an exceptionally
and has leased the fixtures and bu.ild- - low price on this property for the

BRIDE

convinced

lame number of sat
isfied customers tout
La Porte

Mrs. J. R. Taylor and baby left this
morning for their home at Dallas, Tex
They have been here with Mr. Taylor
who is installing the machinery for
the Haynes & Bonney Ice plant. Mr.
Taylor will be here a short time yet.

Women's White Dresses
Women's Waists
Now Greatly Reduced.

Buy

BUGGIES

Mrs. Lawrence.
Miss Susie Davis, of Hagerman, left
The Alameda base ball team yester
H. Baldwin, of Carlsbad, made Ros day
Mississippi,
where
this morning for
defeated the Cubs by a score of
yesterday.
a
between
trains
well
visit
parts
of
the
she will visit different
twelve to one in a one sided game.
see
all
hoped
to
said
Baldwin
he
Mr.
state.
The ibatteries were, for the Alameda's
Doss and Moore, for the Cubs, Williams and Rogers. Umpire Nichols.

PickarcL

You

La Porte

a

portant to a wom-- j
an, and it is all a
J j matter of the shoes
i she wears, her feet
ft are made stylish or
--

Vhen

LOCAL NEWS. J

Shoes For Women

lf

Comfortable home, 6 rooms, porch, of RosweH's ' people down there on
artesian well, shade, stable, for sale the 4th of July.
at 211 South, Missoivi Ave, cor Ala D. M. Williams, of Abilene, Kansas,
8Gt4. who has spent tome time In the valmeda.
ley, prospecting and who has purchThe Roswell Gas Company has add- ased a body of land near Artesia,. left
ed another ice wagon to their equip- this morning for his home.
Boellner, the
Jeweler, has It ment and now have three wagons in
Harry Carmack, who has been herC
service.
cheaper.
S7tf
for the last twelve days visiting his
Mrs. H. E. Pine arrived yesterday parents, left tills morning for Bisbee,
A. H. Kent was up from Dayton from
Campbell,
Texas, to join her Arizona, where he is employed .by thq
yesterday.
husband who has been in Roswell for Bisbee Maco Water Company.
Boellner, some time.
Eyea tested tree at L
Mrs. Tom Waller returned to her
Optician.
88tf
Jeweler and
Mrs. Wallingford, of Artesia, pass- home in Lakewood last evening, after
ed through this morning bound for spending a few days with her husCarnation plants for sale at 50c per Amarillo, where she will visit for band who is at St. Mary's 'hospital,
recovering" from a bad attack of the
some time.
86t5
doz. Alameda Greenhouse.
grip.
T. S. Woolsey passed through RosMm. T?rVihf n r atyia im frrm Dex well
Mrs. W. Stites and two children,
last evening on his way home
ter this morning to spend tbe day to
Carlsbad returning from a trip to who have been visiting here for the
shopping.
Alamogordo.
last month, left this morning for Chicago, where they will spend a short
Mrs. E. Trier and daughter left this
mornmorning for their home at Holstein,
time and then will go to their home
Father Herbert returned this
Nebraska.
ing from Hagerman where he has in Ohio.
conon
work
days
D. Y. Tomlinson. of Swift & Co., been for several
The church of This World will conwent down last evening to Carlsbad nected with his church.
vene at the court house square this
and Pecos.
Mrs. W. P. Littlefield left this mor- evening and J. Nelson, of Kansas City
will will bold a peoples meeting.
The
J. P. Kelley came in last night from ning for Kenna, from where sheplace
meetings will be continued eaoh night
Denver on business and will be here go to the ranch out east of that
this week.
for a visit of two weeks.
several days.
Miss Ruby Lovette, who has 'been
C. L. Ballard left yesterday for the
R. T. Burge left this morning for
visiting friends at Artesia, passed
eastern points, including St. Louis other side of the Territory on business in connection with his office as thru this morning on her way to Tex- and New York.
ico, where she will spend a short time
sheriff. He took the auto route.
before returning to her home in Tai
Walter P. Chisum returned last eve
R. S. Cravens and Dr. Farnsworth ben, N. M.
aing from Elida. where he had been
of Hagerman are spending the day
on Masonic business.
W. I. Ackerman, of Galesburg, Illiin Roswell on business. They will re
nois, and E. J. Heitmann. of Chicago,
Miss Waskom and Miss Thode, both turn home on the evening train.
who have been spending the last six
of Dexter came up this morning to
Misses Stella, Mamie and Rena months near Hagerman, left this morspend tbe day shopping.
night,
Hernanfrom
ning for Knox College, where they
Head returned last
o
W. A. Simmons was up from Carls- dez Lake, where they have been visit- will play baseball.
bad yesterday, shaking hands with ing with Mrs. Ririe for the last two
$500,000 to loan on Irrigated farms,
old friends and attending to business. weeks.
long time loans, Interest payable anMr. and Mrs. L. D. Townsend, who
nually with privilege to pay off loan
have been visiting in the valley, left- Miss Pearl, passed through this morn before due. J. B. Herbst, Financial
wui visit
this morning for tneir home at Tex- ing for Portales where tneychildren
of Agent. 303 N. Main. odd. P. O.
for a short time with the
ico.
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